
What you will need:

• Your Epson printer
• Good quality A4 paper or card (it must be able to hold a fold well)
• Scissors

Instructions:
Due to health and safety reasons, we recommend the use of LED tealights only with the paper tealight 
holder.

1. Make sure your printer‘s properties are set to high-quality,
colour printing.

2. Print and cut out your two large squares.

For each square:
3. With the blank side facing up, fold up the bottom edge to

the top to create a rectangle.
4. Open up the paper again and fold over the left side to the

right edge. You should now have perpendicular folds on
your square that meet in the middle.

5. Open up the paper and fold up the bottom edge to the
square‘s middle and flatten along the new fold.

6. Take the bottom-right corner, fold it up to the square‘s mid-
dle and flatten along the new diagonal edge.

7. Repeat for the bottom-left corner.
8. Open each corner and fold each triangular flap in on itself

so the bottom of your square now looks like an apron
pocket.

9. Turn over your sheet so you‘re faced by a filled u-shape.
10. Fold the top edge up and over to the square‘s middle and flatten the crease.
11. Fold the top-left corner up and over to the square‘s middle and flatten along the new diagonal crease.
12. Repeat for the top-right corner.
13. Fold the top (plain) half of your shape back and down into the pocket to produce a „boat“-shaped form

with only coloured paper visible.
14. Put your thumb inside the „boat“ and flatten the bottom out a little.
15. If you look at your „boat“, you‘ll see a fold in the middle running up the sides. Take the top-right side of

the boat and fold it over to this crease, and flatten the new diagonal fold created.
16. Open out the shape and repeat for the bottom-right side, top-left side and bottom-left side. This pro-

duces a flat square in the middle where your tealight goes.

Take your two forms and place one on top of the other, but at right angles, to create your delightful four-
sided tealight holder.






